
This is the run report for run no. 375 

 

Date:   1 October, 2000 

Live hare:     Orange Slip 

Hounds:        14 and a puppy 

Where:         Rueil Malmaison 

 

We waited ages and ages.  Finally the bunch who'd done the Paris-Versailles showed up and Old Banger sidled 

(he always sidles, doesn't he) up to Orange Slip and proposed that he set a live run.  Orange Slip, in awe of such 

an energetic Old Banger, obliged. 

 

And there we have it.  From familiar Rueil Malmaison we pursued the live hare into the forest, where he wasn't 

up to such dirty scheming tricks as usual.  No ladies checks and no checks that had us rooted to the spot for 25 

minutes...  As if setting the run wasn't enough, his Orange Slip-ness also improved the weather to bring us 

sunbeams and no rain.  Quality stuff. 

 

The running dynamic was quite interesting - since there were 5 who had already run 16k earlier in the day, they 

were clearly at some disadvantage. What joy for the others then to be able to (almost) outrun Deep Throat ("my 

knees are killing me...") and Aquasex.  On the other hand, Old Banger and Steel Stripper were yelling OnOn ages 

before any other hounds had made it to the checks. 

 

Hindered by Flic, Attila the Hen and her waynes managed to lose us, as did some other folk, but I think Steel 

Stripper went back to fetch them. Maybe.  Lots of blaming thrown around as to who is responsible for marking 

checks.  Responsibility?  The hash?  A question luckily out with the structure of a run report. 

 

Hills, no beer stop, and back to our cars, where Orange Slip and Lady was Waiting.  Likes a Long One provided 

some great olive bread, etc., etc, to wash the beer down with.  Merry Christmas! 

 

 

What did we think of the run? 

Very good walk, no ladies checks, not confusing enough, Deep Throat self pity 

 

Down-Downs: 

 

Hare:           Orange Slip 

Returnees:      Orange Slip, Nympho, MaBush 

 

Criminals, charged for: 

-Singing suggestions   Steel Stripper 

-Healthy         Deep Throat, Steel Stripper, Aquasex, Old Banger 

-Special treat   Lady in Waiting 

-Sitting in circle   Whipped Boy 

-Panache in downdowns     Whipped Boy 

-No hash gear    Sleeping Sex, Aquasex, So Pretty, Whipped Boy 

-Boring re hash names     MaBush, Orange Slip 

-Low Profile     Dracula, Likes a Long One 

-Responsible for losing Attila the Hen & the girls   Steel Stripper 

 

OnOn 

MaBush  



 


